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Abstract 

First results of ionosphere irregularity mathematical models analysis for topside sounding below F2 
maximum are reported. The sounding was accomplished from onboard of Russian MIR manned space station where 
topside sounder was installed. New phenomenon on ionogram is continuation of a trace of reflection from the Earth, 
which on the low-frequency end does turn almost on 180 degrees and proceeds with increases in frequencies almost up 
to the end of a frequency range. Never earlier in all experiments with topside sounding an ionosphere of anything 
similar it was observed. This trace has received the name - related lower trace (RLT). For understanding of essence of 
the new phenomenon and finding-out of utility of his potential diagnostic properties it is expedient to use a method of 
mathematical modeling, i.e. a method of studying of the phenomenon with the help of mathematical models. 

The minimal frequency of a trace of reflection from the Earth for higher than the main maximum ionograms 
is a critical frequency of an ionosphere. Ionograms from heights below a maximum of an ionosphere in most cases have 
the second trace of reflection from the Earth with the bigger group delay, which incorporates to the top trace of 
reflection from the Earth on the frequency determining plasma frequency near to the satellite. 

Vertical profiles of electron concentration both on gravitational vertical and aside of it, where ionosphere 
irregularity situated, were obtained. The goal of the present work is studying the new phenomenon on the basis of 
construction of mathematical models of the new phenomenon, which completely would explain all known features for 
the present moment. 

Sited mathematical model of an ionosphere irregularity defines lines of constant electron concentration and a 
direction of a gradient of concentration. The size of concentration between consecutive lines is identical one. 
Dependence of concentration on height along a vertical line under the satellite, and also on a number of verticals on the 
certain distances from the satellite is restored, namely the internal structure of irregularity is restored. 

Step-by-step method of ray tracing is used taking into account refraction and possible reflection of a wave on 
each line of constant concentration. It is caused by that is necessary to define a trajectory as the closed loop with 
beforehand known virtual distance. 

Conclusion. The described mathematical model enables to define physical conditions causing the related 
lower trace on ionograms. In its frameworks there are trajectories of the signals radiated from satellite, returning a 
signal back on the satellite. Virtual depth at vertical ionosonde signal propagation to the Earth corresponds to the group 
delay fixed on ionogram after reflection from the Earth. Virtual distances of returnable trajectories corresponds related 
lower traces on each of the investigated frequencies. The mathematical model explains also presence of set of traces on 
ionograms, which in usual conditions should be counted noise. They can be explained by presence of returnable signals 
on trajectories, which trace of group delays located far from a line of RLT. 

 
1. Introduction. 

At the analysis of results of radiosounding of an ionosphere from MIR manned space station there was openly new 
phenomenon [1]. It consists that on a ionogram (the schedule of dependence of a group delay of radio signals from 
frequency) except for usual traces there is a trace of a unknown origin continuous in a wide range of frequencies and 
with the big group delay. The ionogram fragment showing the given phenomenon in a range of frequencies from 10 
MHz up to the end of a range (15,95 MHz) is shown in figure. Under it the same ionogram is presented on which the 
author for a clear explanation of the position has resulted the interpretation of seen and invisible ionogram details. The 
trace of reflection from an ionosphere ordinary (о) waves which begins with cut-off frequency (~11,55 MHz) is well 
enough seen and with some breaks proceeds up to critical frequency (~11,8 MHz). The trace of extraordinary reflection 
components (х) is not seen practically. But it is possible to note cut-off frequency and some reflections in a narrow 
range of frequencies about 14,5 - 14,7 MHz. It enables to show on the bottom fragment a trace of an extraordinary wave 
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without accentuation of its critical frequency. The trace of vertical reflection from the Earth which leaves downwards 
on frequency much below critical frequencies of layer F2 is well seen. 
 

                              
 
Fig.1 Top – a real ionogram. Bottom – the same ionogram with author explanation of tracks. 

 
Essentially new phenomenon on an ionogram is continuation of a trace of reflection from the Earth which on the low-
frequency end does turn almost on 180 degrees and proceeds aside increases in frequencies almost up to the end of a 
frequency range. Never earlier in all experiments with topside sounding an ionosphere of anything similar it was 
observed. This trace has received the name - related lower trace (RLT). 
For understanding of essence of the new phenomenon and finding-out of utility of his potential diagnostic properties it 
is expedient to use a method of mathematical modeling, i.e. a method of studying of the phenomenon with the help of 
mathematical models (mm). Process of studying of the new phenomenon with the help of mm can be subdivided on 
Tihonov [2] into 4 stages: 

1. The formulation of the laws connecting the basic objects of models,  
2. Research of mathematical problems in which result mathematical models, 
3. Finding-out of the fact of conformity of hypothetical model to practice. 

Purpose of the present work is studying the new phenomenon on the basis of construction of mm of the new 
phenomenon which completely would explain all known features for the present moment.     

2. Basic facts of radiosounding experiment from MIR manned space station. 

Trace RLT arises owing to inclined reflection of radiowaves from the Earth with the subsequent falling on sharply non-
uniform ionosphere which turns rays aside the satellite. The basic new ionogram features: inconformity of the lowest 
frequency of reflection from the Earth radiowaves with critical frequency (foF2), turn of a trace of reflection from the 
Earth almost on 180 degrees and smooth continuation with substantial growth of working range up to frequencies much 
exceeding critical frequency in the given place. 
Thus, the most typical facts of the researched phenomenon which the mathematical model should explain quantitatively, 
the following:  

a. A continuity of RLT trace in a wide range of frequencies with a high frequency much exceeding foF2. 
b. Significant variations of RLT virtual heights for ionogram received in different areas of globe, during 

the different moments of day. 
Correct explanation of this RLT trace occurrence and determining of his diagnostic opportunities probably only in case 
of construction of mathematical model which will explain all marked details in all unusual ionograms. The description 
of construction of such base model which will consist of system of the submodels - in it which completely explain all 
details of the new phenomenon, - that is shown on examples - there is an essence and the maintenance of present paper. 

 

  



3. Base model  

Studying of MIR ionogram bank has shown, that the RLT traces arise, only if the satellite is below a maximum of an 
ionosphere. The hypothesis [2] has been stated - the trace is the certificate of inclined propagation of radiowaves from 
the satellite with inclined reflection from the Earth and returning back in a point of radiation (i.e. back on the satellite) 
owing to refraction or reflection of radiowaves of various frequencies from various elements of large ionospheric 
irregularities or significant horizontal gradients of electronic density. This model completely explains all features 
observable new ionograms and she can be accepted as base model. The model will consist of a series of submodels, 
each of which solves own problem within the framework of base model. 

Mathematical problems or submodels.  

3.1. A submodel of returnable trajectories.  

We shall consider the basic requirements to this submodel: 

• The submodel should realize turn of radiobeams after reflection from the Earth in a underside from an initial 
direction of beams and hits in a point of radiation. The electron concentration which can provide it are 
unknown. It is necessary to have such calculation of a modelling trajectory which would allow to alter a 
trajectory selection according electronic density. Thus it is natural and according to ionosphere traditions to 
divide an ionosphere into separate thin layers with constant density. The mentioned layers thus differ so a little, 
that the reflected wave on border of the unit can be neglected. 

• The submodel must explain presence and characteristics of all magneto split signals  
• The Appleton equations is used for a calculation of refraction.   

3.2.  The submodel of Nh-profiles calculation  

Calculation of dependence of electronic concentration from height in all previous works, both on ground radiosounding 
an ionosphere, and on topside radiosounding is always carried out on a gravitational vertical of an artificial satellite. 
Let's note, that with reference to our case the problem of calculations of Nh-profiles is considerably facilitated by that 
circumstance, that accuracy of an arrangement of MIR station and, hence, height of an arrangement of plasma 
frequency at height of the satellite was known with unprecedented accuracy for ionosphere calculations (10 м). 
Calculation of a Nh-profiles will consist of two stages: a stage of calculation of a Nh-profiles upwards from height of an 
artificial satellite up to height of a maximum of an ionosphere and a stage of calculation of a Nh-profiles downwards 
from height of an artificial satellite up to the basis of an ionosphere. 

3.3. The ionosphere irregularity submodel  

  Various irregularities models and also horizontal gradients of electronic concentration of an ionosphere were 
investigated. The model of heterogeneity in which flat layers of identical concentration smoothly pass in the layers 
limited by curves of type of "Gauss curve" is accepted. 

 

Fig. 2. Explanation of the RLT ionogram with the help of real data 

  



 Choice of the form of curves assumes a case of heterogeneity such as "increase of density", however is possible, that at 
corresponding selection of parameters the effect of a returnable signal can be provided and heterogeneity such as "hole". 

4.  Results and conclusions 

Results of application of a method of mathematical models to processing real ionogram are submitted on examples. 
Structures of electronic concentration in various sections are received. 

 
Fig. 3. Nh-profiles with the different distances from satellite 

 
Degrees of contrast of irregularity are determined in comparison with calculations of Nh-profiles on a gravitational 
vertical. The increase of electron concentration is 780 sm-3km-1. Tikhonov method of mathematical modeling for 
diagnostics RLT enables to estimate parameters of heterogeneity. 
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